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GOOD SHOOTING

Front line guns of Anti-Aircraft Command shot down four enemy aircraft

in less than an hour during a recent raid on the south coast area.

Two of the raiders fell to one heavy gun site which brought them both

down, at once with the last of three salvoes.

It was in May last year that the invasion coast gunners set up a record

by shooting down four raiders in one night. That was in a dusk till dawn engagement,.
Their latest action was as short as it was deadly, its main phase lasting little

more than an hour.

The barrage put up was one of the fiercest seen on the south coast. The

continuous stream of shells and the accuracy of the fire was striking proof that

the gunners had not wasted their time during the lull in the air war. Only men

trained to the highest pitch could hare been capable of such a performance.

The gun crew, tunics stripped off, never stopped hitting at the enemy for a

moment during the whole of the engagement.

"They worked like Trojans and joked the whole time," said one of their

officers, "It was the chance they had been waiting for during all these months of

training - and they certainly made the most of it,"

The detachment of a light anti-aircraft gun was fighting off low flying attacks

when bombs fell close by. The blast blew the layers from their seats on either

side of the gun. They picked themselves up and sprang back to their posts.

Although a fire was biasing within 50 yards of them, making them an excellent

target, they never faltered.

A mixed battery with A.T.S. girls operating predictors and heightfinders
had their first engagement with the enemy. Once more the girls behaved like

veterans, going about their work calmly and coolly, Their descipline and precision

won them the admiration of their men comrades on the guns.

The two raiders which wore brought down at once were flying close together at

a great height. As the first salvo crashed out they dived steeply -to be met by

a second, salvo. Then came the third salvo. One raider blew up in mid-air and

the other crashed into the sea in flames.

The sites responsible for this feat of straight shooting belong to a battery
which was within four days of celebrating its first birthday. Its officers and

N.C.Os are veterans of the London barrage during the Battle of Britain,

A sister site of the same battery was awarded a share in the "kill" on each

of the other two raiders brought down.

In conjunction with the light A.A. unit they engaged a low flying raider which

also blew up in mid-air. So great was the explosion that it is thought that the

enemy plane was unable to release all' its bombs.

Six minutes later another enemy aircraft had been destroyed. This-was also

engaged by tiro other heavy gun sites and the German raider became a shuttlecock

passed backwards and forwards between the guns. Observers report that that plan©
hit the sea twice, each time Emitting flashes of flame and then disappearing

beneath the water.
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